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a b s t r a c t 

The Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment is a satellite-based mission that has been probing the Earth’s 

atmosphere via solar occultation since February 2004. Instruments on board include a high resolution 

Fourier transform spectrometer (ACE-FTS) and a pair of filtered imagers. A new processing version (ver- 

sion 4, with version 4.1 representing the most recent update) has been implemented for these instru- 

ments. Analysis for the ACE-FTS instrument makes use of the latest spectroscopic information and fea- 

tures improved accuracy in forward model calculations, including a new instrumental line shape and 

employing a 100 m altitude sub-grid within the tangent layer of the 1 km altitude grid employed in pre- 

vious processing versions. Changes were made in the handling of solar and deep space calibration spectra 

to avoid systematic errors that impacted previous processing versions. Emphasis was placed on improv- 

ing software robustness, as well as minimizing occurrences of unphysical oscillation in retrieved profiles. 

Seven new molecules and three new isotopologues were added to the list of atmospheric constituents 

retrieved from the previous processing version (version 3.5/3.6) for a total of 44 molecules and 24 iso- 

topologues. For the imagers, forward model calculations were changed to a 100 m altitude grid (rather 

than a 1 km grid) in version 4 processing. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Developed under the auspices of the Canadian Space Agency,

he Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) is a satellite-based

ission for remote sensing of the Earth’s atmosphere [1 , 2] . On

oard the small science satellite SCISAT, it was launched August 12,

003 into a circular, highly inclined orbit (650 km altitude, 74 ° in-

lination to the equator). The measurement technique employed is

olar occultation. Using the Sun as a light source, instruments col-

ect a series of atmospheric absorption measurements as the Sun

ises or sets from the orbiting satellite’s perspective, providing up

o 30 measurement opportunities per day. 

The primary instrument on SCISAT is the Atmospheric Chem-

stry Experiment Fourier transform spectrometer (ACE-FTS), featur-

ng high resolution ( ± 25 cm maximum optical path difference,

.02 cm 

−1 resolution), broad spectral coverage in the mid infrared

750–4400 cm 

−1 ), and a signal-to-noise ratio ranging from just

nder 100:1 up to ~400:1 [3] . The satellite also includes the At-

ospheric Chemistry Experiment Measurement of Aerosol Extinc-

ion in the Stratosphere and Troposphere Retrieved by Occultation
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ACE-MAESTRO) instrument [4] , a dual diode-array spectrometer

easuring in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared (400–1010 nm)

ith a spectral resolution of 1.5–2 nm and a signal-to-noise ratio

anging from 10 0 0:1 to 30 0 0:1. There is also a pair of filtered im-

gers on board [5] , each featuring a signal-to-noise ratio of ~1500:

 visible imager centered at 527.11 nm with a full width at half

aximum bandwidth of 13.28 nm and a near infrared imager cen-

ered at 1020.55 nm with bandwidth 19.44 nm. 

The main science goal of ACE at launch was “understanding the

hemical and dynamical processes that control the distribution of

zone in the stratosphere and upper troposphere, particularly in

he Arctic” [1] . The mission had a planned lifetime of 2 years, but

ith more than 16 years in orbit, ACE data are being used exten-

ively to measure changes in atmospheric composition. More than

50 publications make use of ACE data that covers the atmosphere

rom 5 km (or the cloud tops) in the troposphere to about 120 km

n the lower thermosphere. 

The first stable processing version for the ACE-FTS instru-

ent was version 2.2 [6] . Upgrades implemented for versions 3.0

hrough 3.6 processing are described by Boone et al. in 2013 [7] .

his manuscript describes changes applied to the analysis in ver-

ion 4 (i.e., version 4.0 and the most recent update version 4.1)

ompared to these previous processing versions. More details on

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2020.106939
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jqsrt
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jqsrt.2020.106939&domain=pdf
mailto:cboone@scisat.ca
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2020.106939
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aspects of the processing that have not changed for the current

version can be found in the papers describing previous processing

versions. 

2. Input data sources 

Data from the SCISAT satellite are downlinked to various ground

stations around the world, collected by the Mission Operations

Center (MOC) in St. Hubert, Quebec, and then transferred to the

Science Operations Center (SOC) at the University of Waterloo for

processing. SCISAT downlinks ~2 GB of raw data each day. With

limited onboard memory available (1.5 GB) to store data between

ground station contacts, this downlink capacity is sometimes insuf-

ficient to permit measurement of all available occultations (a max-

imum of 15 sunrise and 15 sunset events per day). Occultations are

therefore occasionally skipped to avoid overfilling onboard storage,

which would result in the loss of all data remaining in memory.

The schedule governing which occultations to measure and which

ones to skip is generated manually at the SOC, constrained pri-

marily by the allotment of ground station contacts provided by the

MOC. 

Early in the mission, the set of ground stations consisted of two

Canadian facilities and one European station. An additional ground

station, the Alaska Satellite Facility, was made available about a

year after the mission began. Recently, a number of new ground

stations have been added, providing a total of 11 sites for down-

linking SCISAT data, including some in the Southern Hemisphere

(Chile and Australia) that provide downlink opportunities when

Northern Hemisphere sites are not visible from the satellite. With

the resulting increased downlink capacity, the frequency of skipped

occultations has been greatly reduced compared to early in the

mission, but neglecting some occultations to avoid overfilling on-

board storage remains a necessary component of SCISAT measure-

ment scheduling. 

Data downlinked from SCISAT occasionally suffer losses, for ex-

ample when desynchronization occurs between the ground station

and the satellite during transmission. To maximize the number of

occultations measured, no check is made on the fidelity of trans-

mitted data prior to deletion from the satellite. However, down-

links are sometimes ‘shadowed,’ i.e., recorded by multiple ground

stations simultaneously. This permits reconstruction of the original

data stream via filling in lost data packets or replacing bad data

packets from the downlink recorded by one ground station with

good data packets from the shadow downlink recorded by a dif-

ferent ground station. Swapping out bad data packets was not im-

plemented in version 3.6 processing prior to 2016, and so version

4 processing has additional measurements available for that time

period, which should serve to improve the analysis for affected oc-

cultations (i.e., occultations that were missing one or more mea-

surements in version 3.6 processing which were recovered for ver-

sion 4 processing). 

Below 18 km in version 4 processing, pressure and temper-

ature profiles are fixed to the outputs of the operational global

weather assimilation and forecasting system from the Canadian

Meteorological Center (see Buehner et al., 2015 [8] and references

therein for the evolution of this model over the time frame of the

mission). In previous processing versions, some older occultations

used information from a regional model rather than the global

model, while other occultations employed outputs from forecast

runs rather than from global analysis runs, which uses feedback

from measurements to improve agreement between model out-

puts and observations. Other occultations had no information at

all. Therefore, pressure and temperature profiles were recalculated

for every ACE-FTS occultation, yielding improved internal consis-

tency of this information throughout the mission compared to pre-

vious processing versions. It also recovered occultations that had
reviously failed to process due to missing or bad input pressure

nd temperature information. 

In pressure/temperature retrievals, the analysis is sensitive to

he assumed shapes of the pressure and temperature profiles

n the altitude region above the highest analyzed measurement

roughly 125 km). For each occultation, these profiles are calcu-

ated from NRLMSISE-00 [9] , a global reference atmospheric model

eveloped at the US Naval Research Laboratory. The average mass

f atmospheric constituents as a function of altitude calculated

rom the outputs of this model are also employed in the analysis.

nputs to this model are the solar radio flux at wavelength 10.7 cm

f10.7) and the Ap-index, which provides a measure of the aver-

ge daily level of the Earth’s geomagnetic activity. Sources of these

ata employed in previous processing versions are no longer avail-

ble, and so a new source was chosen for version 4 processing. An-

lytical Graphics Inc, which developed the STK (Systems Tool Kit,

ormerly Satellite Tool Kit) software employed by the ACE mission

o calculate the satellite’s orbit, provides daily values for both f10.7

nd the Ap-index on an ftp server [10] . 

. Level 0 → 1 processing 

Level 0 refers to interferograms measured by the ACE-FTS in-

trument. Level 1 refers to atmospheric transmittance spectra, cal-

ulated by taking the Fourier transform of the interferograms, sub-

racting off a self-emission spectrum (the average of a set of spec-

ra measured with the instrument pointed toward deep space) and

ividing the atmospheric spectra by an averaged high-sun spec-

rum (from a set of ACE-FTS solar spectra measured at high al-

itude, above 160 km, assumed to contain no absorption features

rom the atmosphere). 

While the ACE-FTS instrument typically measures no significant

tmospheric absorption for tangent heights above 160 km, there

re instances where CO 2 absorption exhibits enhancement in this

ltitude region, and spectral features from the strong ν3 band of

he molecule persist to extremely high altitude in ACE-FTS mea-

urements, contaminating the set of measurements employed to

enerate the high sun “reference spectrum” for the occultation. The

resence of atmospheric spectral features in the reference spec-

rum would artificially reduce the apparent strength of ν3 band

O 2 lines in the calculated atmospheric transmittances. 

With no significant source of CO 2 at these altitudes, the en-

anced CO 2 absorption near 160 km does not necessarily imply

n increase in molecular concentration. The absorption is likely

rimarily a consequence of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium

non-LTE) effects [11] . The balance between CO and CO 2 may

lso be playing some role, but the dramatic increase in observed

O 2 signal at high altitude likely results from solar pumping of

olecules from excited vibrational states into the ground vibra-

ional state, which yields an enhanced lower state population com-

ared to what one would expect for the given ambient tempera-

ure (i.e., a population governed by the Boltzmann distribution). It

as not been determined if there is any seasonal and/or geograph-

cal relationship in the occurrence of CO 2 absorption in measure-

ents above 160 km. 

Fig. 1 shows a portion of the raw ACE-FTS measurements in oc-

ultation ss70730 (where “ss” stands for sunset and 70,730 is the

umber of orbits since launch, a unique identifier for the occulta-

ion) for tangent heights between 160 and 180 km, offset along the

ertical axis for clarity. There are three CO 2 lines in this wavenum-

er region, indicated by the arrows. For the lowest measurement

n this set (161.6 km), the absorption peaks exceed 2%, and ab-

orption from the lines is evident for tangent heights up to at least

73 km. Averaging in spectra from higher altitudes (not shown in

he figure) dilutes the contribution from atmospheric absorption

n the reference high sun spectrum, but it is best to avoid con-
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Fig. 1. Measurements between 160 and 180 km in occultation ss70730 containing contributions from atmospheric CO 2 . The arrows indicate the locations of CO 2 lines in 

this wavenumber region. Offsets were applied along the vertical axis to separate the plots for the different tangent heights. For the lowest measurement at 161.6 km, the 

absorption depth of the CO 2 lines is just over 2%. 

Fig. 2. High sun reference spectra from occultation sr52880. The spectrum for tangent height 178.5 km exhibits large effective noise and is filtered out of ACE-FTS version 4 

processing. 
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amination of reference spectra altogether. Version 4 processing

inimizes this systematic error by identifying spectra that contain

ontributions from atmospheric CO 2 and excluding these measure-

ents from the calculated average. 

On occasion (perhaps once every few dozen occultations), ACE-

TS measurements will encounter problems during calculation of

he Fourier transform, typified by a large amplitude beating pat-

ern superimposed on the spectrum. Prior to version 4, checks

ere made for atmospheric measurements exhibiting large effec-

ive noise, which were then excluded from the analysis. However,

o such filtering was applied to the deep space and high sun spec-
ra employed in the transmittance calculation. Fig. 2 shows a por-

ion of the high sun calibration spectra measured for occultation

r52880 (where “sr” stands for sunrise). One of the spectra (at tan-

ent height 178.5 km) exhibits a beating pattern. Forward and re-

erse scans in a given occultation are treated separately, and so

his bad high sun spectrum introduced extremely large effective

oise into half of the calculated atmospheric transmittance spec-

ra for the occultation, severely impacting the quality of retrievals.

or version 4, bad high sun and deep space spectra are identified

nd removed from the calculated averages for the reference spec-

ra. Bad spectra are identified by calculating the standard deviation
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of spectral points in a clean (i.e., free of spectral features) region,

looking for situations where the effective noise is above a chosen

threshold. 

Prior to version 4, transmittance calculations employed refer-

ence spectra only from the same occultation as the atmospheric

measurements. For a given scan direction, there is a maximum of

eight high sun and eight deep space measurements. However, ref-

erence spectra vary little over the course of a single day. For ver-

sion 4, reference spectra of the same occultation type (sunrise or

sunset) from within ± 3 orbits are used in the analysis. This pro-

vides up to 56 spectra to be included in the average for a given

scan direction, reducing noise in the reference spectra and, con-

sequently, the calculated transmittances. It also permits processing

of occultations that were missing one or both sets of high sun and

deep space reference spectra, where data were lost during down-

link to ground stations but most or all of the atmospheric mea-

surements remained available. Several hundred occultations were

recovered over the span of the mission through allowing reference

spectra to come from different occultations. 

The “native” ACE-FTS wavenumber grid is 0.02 cm 

−1 . The

wavenumber output of the metrology laser varies with tempera-

ture, yielding slightly different spectral sampling in different mea-

surements, and so an interpolation approach must be used to cast

ACE-FTS measurements onto this standard grid. Because we calcu-

late the ratio of atmospheric measurements and high sun measure-

ments, we must ensure that all measurements share a common

grid. 

Previous processing versions performed the interpolation with

a 128-point apodized sinc function [12] . Apodization permitted the

use of fewer points in the interpolation kernel, providing a rel-

atively rapid calculation at the expense of a loss of accuracy in

some wavenumber ranges under certain conditions. The interpo-

lation technique worked very well for wavenumbers where target

grid points (in the interpolated spectrum) were near grid points in

the original spectrum, or where the spectrum was relatively fea-

tureless. Degraded accuracy occurred for wavenumbers where tar-

get grid points were far from grid points in the original spectrum

(e.g., a target grid point was halfway between two grid points in

the original spectrum). In the vicinity of significant spectral struc-

ture (e.g., regions with large numbers of O 3 lines), these errors

were magnified, often becoming larger than the noise level. For

version 4, spectral resampling in 0 → 1 processing employs a 720

point unapodized sinc interpolation, placing greater emphasis on

interpolation accuracy than previous processing versions at the ex-

pense of longer processing times. Even in regions with high spec-

tral structure, the new interpolation approach yields errors well

below the noise level. 

4. Level 1 → 2 processing 

Level 2 refers to altitude profiles for pressure, temperature, and

the volume mixing ratios (VMRs) of gaseous atmospheric con-

stituents. 

The basic approach for retrieving pressure, temperature, and

VMR profiles has been described in previous publications [6 , 7] .

Please refer to these papers for more details, but a brief descrip-

tion will be provided in the following three paragraphs. 

For a given occultation event, pressure, temperature, and instru-

ment pointing are determined first. An assumed CO 2 VMR pro-

file is employed up to ~60 km, and main isotopologue CO 2 lines

are analyzed to derive information on the atmospheric state. The

pressure/temperature analysis is split into two altitude regions.

Above ~50 km, relative instrument pointing information is accu-

rately known from knowledge of the satellite orbit, which permits

the propagation of calculated pressure from the equation for hy-

drostatic equilibrium (using the fitted temperature profile), while
n empirical function is employed to describe the CO 2 VMR profile

bove ~60 km [7] . Below ~50 km, refraction and aerosols degrade

nstrument pointing knowledge, and therefore pointing informa-

ion (i.e., measurement tangent heights) must be determined from

nalysis of the spectra. In this low altitude region, with CO 2 fixed

o an assumed profile, pressure and temperature are fitted, and

he altitude separations between measurement tangent heights are

enerated using the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium [7] . Af-

er pressure, temperature, and pointing are determined, VMR re-

rievals can then proceed with these quantities fixed in the analy-

is. 

The retrieval for each target atmospheric constituent employs

 preselected set of microwindows: narrow wavenumber regions

ver a particular altitude range that contain spectral features from

he target. A global analysis type approach [13] is employed, fitting

ll data simultaneously using Levenberg-Marquardt least squares

tting [14] . VMR profiles for all contributing molecules in a given

icrowindow set are fitted simultaneously, with separate VMR

rofiles employed for different isotopologues of a given molecule,

ut information on interferers (i.e., everything but the target con-

tituent in the retrieval) is discarded. 

Fitted quantities are determined on an altitude grid defined by

he measurement tangent heights and interpolated onto a standard

ltitude grid for forward model calculations. Aerosol (e.g., cloud)

ontributions to the spectrum not included in the calculated spec-

rum are accounted for by fitting two “baseline adjustment” pa-

ameters in each microwindow segment: a baseline scaling factor

nd a baseline slope. Optimal estimation is not employed in the

nalysis. No smoothing constraints are applied. Forward model cal-

ulations employ a single ray in the center of the ACE-FTS field of

iew. A future processing version will implement a modeling of

he instrument’s field of view (circular with diameter 1.25 mrad,

ubtending 3–4 km at the tangent point) in the calculation. 

The line list for version 4 processing is based primarily on HI-

RAN 2016 [15] , with the addition of 15 NO 2 from a study by Perrin

t al. [16] and COClF from a study by Perrin et al. [17] , neither of

hich was available in the HITRAN compilation. 

A new representation of the ACE-FTS instrumental line shape

ILS) was derived for version 4 [18] , providing improved character-

zation of instrumental effects in calculated spectra compared to

revious processing versions. Asymmetry in the ILS is now incor-

orated into the calculation, and the wavenumber variation of the

LS was modeled better than was achieved with version 3 process-

ng. 

.1. Tangent layer sub-grid 

Forward model calculations trace the path of a solar ray as

t traverses the atmosphere and integrate absorption experienced

long the way. To discretize the integration for ACE-FTS processing,

he atmosphere is divided into 150 concentric layers of thickness

 km, and the calculated absorption coefficient becomes the sum

f contributions from all layers the solar ray passes through. Other

han the tangent layer (the layer closest to the surface), solar rays

ncounter each layer twice when transiting the atmosphere. ACE-

TS measurements provide no information on line-of-sight varia-

ions, and so a symmetric atmosphere is assumed. 

Quantities (pressure, temperature, and VMRs) are assumed con-

tant within a given layer, a convenient simplification of the in-

omogeneous vertical atmospheric structure in order to expedite

alculations. These values represent the average quantity encoun-

ered by a solar ray as it passes through the altitude region in

he atmosphere represented by the layer in the calculation grid.

owever, calculation accuracy suffers in the tangent layer, espe-

ially when the solar ray does not fully traverse the layer. For ex-

mple, when the solar ray associated with a particular measure-
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Fig. 3. a) Calculated CO 2 line at 83.76 km in sr10063 with and without a 100 m grid in the tangent layer. b) The difference between the two calculations in panel a. c) 

Calculated CO 2 line at 82.02 km in sr10063 with and without the 100 m grid in the tangent layer. d) The difference between the two calculations in panel c. 
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ent skims through the top of the tangent layer, the average pres-

ure in this layer is not representative of what the solar ray expe-

ienced in the atmosphere. Forward model calculations often re-

uce this error by introducing the Curtis-Godson approximation

19] into the calculation, in which the optical thickness for a solar

ay passing through a particular grid layer is calculated using VMR-

eighted mean values for pressure and temperature along the ray

ath (rather than the average values in the center of the calcu-

ation grid layer). The calculation involves a numerical integration

long the inhomogeneous paths of pressure and temperature, per-

ormed in conjunction with the ray tracing through the refract-

ng atmosphere [20] . Unfortunately, this approach could complicate

he determination of measurement tangent heights at low altitude

uring the pressure/temperature analysis, and so an alternate ap-

roach is used to improve calculation accuracy in the tangent layer,

sing a relatively simple modification to the grid structure. 

Calculation accuracy can be improved by subdividing the 1 km

angent layer into a finer altitude grid having 10 layers of thick-

ess 100 m. The contribution from the tangent layer is then calcu-

ated from this finer grid, while contributions from all higher alti-

ude layers are calculated on the normal 1 km grid. This approach

as been implemented in forward model calculations for version

 processing. Fig. 3 shows the differences that can arise from this

pproach. For a measurement near the top of one of the layers on

he 1 km grid (at tangent height 83.76 km in Fig. 3 a), a smaller

bsorption is calculated for the line due to a smaller contribution

rom the tangent layer. The difference (shown in Fig. 3 b) is over

% at the absorption peak, well above the noise level of the ACE-

TS instrument at the wavenumber for this line. Conversely, for a

easurement near the bottom of a layer on the 1 km grid (at tan-

ent height 82.02 km in Fig. 3 c), the calculated absorption with the

00 m grid in the tangent layer is over 2% larger at the peak due

o an increased contribution from the tangent layer. 

Performing the forward model integration via a simple sum of

ontributions on the 1 km grid clearly leads to a calculation er-

or that depends on the location of the tangent height within the

angent layer for a given measurement, which could induce or en-
 t  
ance unphysical oscillations in retrieved profiles. Using the 100 m

rid within the tangent layer in ACE-FTS version 4 processing pro-

otes reduced variability compared to previous processing ver-

ions. 

.2. Low altitude tangent heights from the N 2 continuum (version 

.1) 

Below 18 km, tangent heights in version 4 are generated

hrough analysis of the N 2 collision induced absorption continuum

ear 2500 cm 

−1 [21] , with pressure and temperature profiles fixed

o the output of a model administered by the Canadian weather

ervice (as mentioned previously). Previous processing versions de-

ermined tangent heights below 15 km through fitting a set of
8 OCO lines, applying a scaling factor to the CO 2 VMR profile to

ccount for isotopic fractionation and possible systematic errors in

he line strengths. Using the N 2 continuum to generate tangent

eights permits the retrieval of CO 2 VMR profiles below 18 km

n version 4 [22] , which was not possible in previous processing

ersions because an assumed CO 2 VMR profile was employed in

eriving tangent heights. 

The N 2 continuum analysis in processing version 4.0 [21] fitted

or a baseline scaling factor to account for aerosol contributions to

he spectrum not included in the calculation. Attempts to include

 “baseline slope” term, to account for wavenumber variation in

he aerosol contribution through the N 2 continuum region, yielded

nconsistencies between retrieved tangent heights and the expec-

ations from CO 2 , and so no baseline slope term was employed in

he analysis. Under normal conditions, aerosol spectral response in

he N 2 continuum region appears to be quite flat, and a simple

caling of the baseline is sufficient to account for aerosol contri-

utions missing in the calculation. However, occultations showing

trong polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) signatures [23] can exhibit a

ignificant slope in the spectral response through this wavenumber

egion, which introduces a large systematic error in the retrieved

angent height. Consequently, in ACE-FTS version 4.0 results, occul-

ations containing strong PSC signatures often exhibit large spikes
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in the VMR profiles for all molecules near 18 km. Care should be

taken when using results from this processing version for occulta-

tions in polar spring, where PSCs might occur. 

The primary purpose of version 4.1 was to improve on the N 2 

continuum analysis, allowing for the inclusion of a baseline slope

term in the fitting, thereby reducing systematic errors for occul-

tations containing PSC signatures in the spectra. Two adjustments

were made in the analysis to accomplish this goal. The first ad-

justment was using non-Voigt line shapes for N 2 O and CH 4 lines

in the N 2 continuum region. The second adjustment was includ-

ing far wing contributions from the nearby ν3 CO 2 band in the

calculation rather than trying to avoid CO 2 far wing effects in the

microwindow selection process. Including CO 2 far wing effects in

the analysis allowed for the extension of microwindows to signif-

icantly lower wavenumber, into a region where the N 2 continuum

absorption is stronger. The combination of stronger N 2 continuum

absorption and the broader wavenumber span of the microwindow

set allows for improved differentiation between the N 2 continuum

absorption signal and aerosol extinction. 

Version 4.1 also employed a set of pseudolines [24] to calculate

the HNO 3 contribution in this wavenumber region rather than us-

ing a scaled set of residuals derived from ACE-FTS spectra, as was

done in version 4.0. 

4.2.1. Non Voigt line parameters for the N2 continuum analysis in 

version 4.1 

The spectroscopic line parameters from HITRAN 2016, the basis

for the ACE-FTS version 4 line list, all assume a basic Voigt line

shape. A Voigt line shape is generally sufficiently accurate for the

analysis of spectral features in ACE-FTS measurements, but there

are instances where this is not the case. 

One molecule that exhibits particular problems is H 2 O in the

troposphere [25] . This molecule is known to deviate significantly

from a Voigt line shape under pressure conditions found in the

troposphere [26] , but the large residuals encountered when ana-

lyzing H 2 O lines in ACE-FTS spectra are often beyond those expec-

tations, enhanced by deficiencies in the forward model calculation

approach and by the high variability of tropospheric H 2 O. The VMR

profile of H 2 O changes rapidly as a function of altitude in the tro-

posphere, and using a single ray in the center of the field of view

in the forward model calculation (rather than averaging multiple

rays across the field of view) makes it difficult to model this al-

titude variation properly. The 1 km altitude grid can also cause

problems, being too coarse to completely capture the altitude vari-

ation (H 2 O VMR can sometimes change by a factor of two over the

span of 1 km in altitude), although the 100 m altitude grid within

the tangent grid introduced in version 4 helps in that regard. 

The situation is further complicated by the fact that over the

course of a single measurement, as the satellite proceeds in its

orbit, the pointing of the instrument changes in altitude, thereby

“smearing” the measurement across an altitude region where the

VMR for the molecule is changing rapidly. The high variability of

tropospheric H 2 O also serves to enhance the residuals. H 2 O can

vary significantly along the line of sight, and the geographic loca-

tion of the tangent point moves over the course of the set of mea-

surements collected during an occultation, both of which can make

it difficult to model H 2 O lines with a single VMR profile (used for

all measurements simultaneously) where the forward model calcu-

lation assumes spherical symmetry. 

Note that these problems with H 2 O only occur in the tro-

posphere; they do not persist into the stratosphere where the

molecule exhibits less variability along the line of sight and the

VMR profile changes less rapidly with altitude. During microwin-

dow selection for molecules besides H 2 O itself, it is routine to

avoid (wherever possible) H O lines for microwindows that extend
2 
nto the troposphere, to avoid getting large systematic residuals

hat might introduce a bias in the least squares fitting. 

Lines from molecules other than H 2 O sometimes exhibit sys-

ematic residuals when using the Voigt parameters from HITRAN

016. When these molecules are well mixed, with low variability

long the line of sight and a VMR profile that does not change

apidly with altitude, the systematic residuals arise from limita-

ions inherent in the Voigt line shape, unlike H 2 O where the resid-

als arise from a combination of non-Voigt effects in the line shape

nd other factors. In the N 2 continuum analysis region (2420–

700 cm 

−1 ), lines from both N 2 O and CH 4 exhibit systematic resid-

als that indicate something beyond the Voigt line shape is re-

uired to properly characterize them. 

To reduce systematic residuals in the N 2 continuum region,

on-Voigt parameters were generated for CH 4 and N 2 O in this

avenumber region from fitting ACE-FTS spectra. Different lines

equired different line shapes. All of the N 2 O lines in the region

sed a quadratic speed dependent Voigt (qSDV) line shape [25] .

or CH 4 , some lines used Voigt with line mixing, some used qSDV

ithout line mixing, while other lines used qSDV with line mixing

qSDVLM) [27] , depending on which line shape yielded the best

esiduals in the analysis of ACE-FTS spectra. It is difficult to deter-

ine temperature dependences from ACE-FTS measurements, and

o the temperature dependence is fixed in the analysis. The pres-

ure broadening ( �0 ), speed dependence of the pressure broaden-

ng ( �2 ), and Rosenkranz first order line mixing (Y) [28] parame-

ers are all assigned the following form for pressure (P) and tem-

erature (T) dependence 

 ( P, T ) = x 0 ∗ P ∗
(

296 

T 

)n 

, (1)

here 296 K is the typical HITRAN reference temperature, and the

emperature exponent n , assumed to be the same for all three pa-

ameters, is taken as the value from HITRAN 2016 for the line. Us-

ng the functional form in Eq. (1) for line mixing (Y) is a matter of

onvenience rather than an expectation for the physical nature of

he temperature dependence. 

The pressure shift ( η0 ) and speed dependence of the pressure

hift ( η2 ) are both assumed proportional to pressure with no tem-

erature dependence. 

Fig. 4 shows the effect on the residuals of including non-Voigt

arameters. Fig. 4 a shows the calculated contributions to this win-

ow for a tangent height near 10 km. There are five relatively

trong lines (three main isotopologue N 2 O lines and two main iso-

opologue CH 4 ), along with an assortment of weaker lines from

arious isotopologues. Fig. 4 b shows the fitting residuals (observed

calculated) from this window for occultation sr10063. The alti-

ude region covered in the analysis was 8–30 km, yielding a total

f 33 measurements in the fitting. Residuals for all of the mea-

urements were plotted simultaneously to emphasize systematic

eatures. The five strong lines and one of the weaker CH 4 lines in

he window all have large (i.e., well above the measurement noise)

ystematic features in the residuals that arise from the limitations

f using Voigt line shapes in the calculated spectra. 

Fig. 4 c shows the residuals achieved when using non-Voigt pa-

ameters for selected CH 4 and N 2 O lines in the calculated spec-

ra. Residuals for three CH 4 lines go to the noise level using a

oigt with line mixing line shape, fitting for three parameters per

ine (pressure broadening, pressure shift, and line mixing). Using

SDV for N 2 O greatly improves the residuals for these lines, but

here remain systematic features in the residuals above the noise

evel. A more complicated line shape might yield residuals closer

o the noise level, but since the purpose of the exercise was to im-

rove the N 2 continuum analysis (and not the study of N 2 O itself),

he level of systematic residuals for the N 2 O lines in Fig. 4 c was

eemed adequate to proceed. 
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Fig. 4. Effect on fitting residuals from including non-Voigt parameters in the line shapes for CH 4 and N 2 O: a) calculated contributions to this region for a tangent height 

near 10 km (labels indicate molecule name and isotopologue number); b) residuals (observed – calculated) for all measurements between 8 and 30 km (a total of 33 

measurements for the given occultation) plotted simultaneously, with the calculated spectra using Voigt parameters from HITRAN 2016; c) the same as b, but using non- 

Voigt parameters in calculated spectra. Arrows indicate incompletely canceled solar features in the residuals. 
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The non-Voigt line parameters generated from ACE-FTS spectra

for CH 4 and N 2 O lines in the N 2 continuum region are provided

in a supplemental file to this article (ACEFTS_v4.1_nonVoigt.txt).

All spectroscopic parameters not included in the file (line position,

line strength, lower state energy, temperature exponent, etc.) were

taken from HITRAN 2016. These line parameters are primarily in-

tended to minimize the residuals for the N 2 continuum analysis,

although some of the lines using non-Voigt parameters also fac-

tor into the retrievals of CH 4 itself. It is not recommended to em-

ploy these parameters for conditions outside the range of pressures

and temperatures found in the altitude region from the mid tropo-

sphere to the mid stratosphere. 

It should be noted that the combination of qSDV with line mix-

ing presents some danger of confusion in the sign of the line mix-

ing parameter, based on previously distributed software for calcu-

lating qSDVLM. A line profile with Rosenkranz first order line mix-

ing included (g LM 

) can be expressed in the following form: 

g LM 

= 

√ 

ln 2 /π

D 

Re [ ( 1 − iY ) W ( x, y ) ] , (2)

where γ D is the Doppler width, Y is the Rosenkranz line mixing

parameter, x is a parameter proportional to the distance from line

center, y is a parameter proportional to the width of the line, and

W( x,y ) is a complex probability function that defines the shape of

the line (e.g., Voigt or speed dependent Voigt). 

Previous derivations of qSDV in Boone et al. 2008 [25] and the

original form of qSDV provided along with the Hartmann-Tran pro-

file (HTP) [29] employed a Fourier transform involving a term of

the form exp[- i ωt ]. This form is perfectly valid, but it was pointed

out [30] that it would give rise to an expression for line mixing of

the following form: 

g LM 

= 

√ 

ln 2 /π

D 

Re [ ( 1 + iY ) W ( x, y ) ] , (3)

where the sign of the line mixing term is opposite to the normally

assumed form in Eq. (2) . A revised version of the HTP (and the

associated subsidiary profiles such as speed dependent Voigt) was

generated using exp[ + i ωt] [31] , which yielded line mixing that fol-

lowed Eq. (2) , making the phase of the line mixing effect consis-

tent with the standard convention employed for Voigt with line

mixing. 

Thus, for lines with a combination of speed dependence and

line mixing ( �2 and Y both non-zero), the signs of the Y values

provided in the supplemental file would be wrong if using unal-

tered the subroutine for qSDVLM calculations provided with the

Boone et al. paper [27] or the functionally identical qSDVLM sub-

routine provided along with the original formulation of HTP [29] .

The signs reported in the supplemental file would be correct if us-

ing an approach that follows the form for line mixing in Eq. (2) ,

such as the subroutine for qSDVLM calculation provided along with

the revised formulation of the HTP [31] . For lines in the attached

file having the line shape “Voigt with line mixing” ( �2 = 0 and Y

non-zero), there is no ambiguity for the sign of Y in the literature.

4.2.2. CO 2 far wing contributions in the N 2 continuum analysis in 

version 4.1 

Far wing absorption from lines in the strong CO 2 ν3 band ex-

tends into the wavenumber region containing the N 2 continuum

spectral feature. However, the sub-Lorentzian nature of these lines

in the far wing complicate the calculation of their contribution. In

version 4.0, this contribution was ignored, and the microwindow

set was selected such that the contribution was hopefully minimal.

Fig. 5 shows the calculated CO 2 far wing absorption for a mea-

surement near 10 km tangent height using the tabulated absorp-

tion coefficients provided in Cousin et al. [32] . The vertical line in

this figure indicates the lower wavenumber limit of microwindows
mployed in the N 2 continuum analysis in version 4.0. CO 2 far

ing absorption at this altitude was as high as 4% in some version

.0 microwindows, indicating that ignoring CO 2 far wing contri-

utions in the analysis was inappropriate. Note that the tabulated

O 2 far wing absorption coefficients extend up to 2525 cm 

−1 . Set-

ing the absorption to zero above this point would impart a step

n the calculated contribution, and so CO 2 far wing absorption is

xtrapolated above 2525 cm 

−1 using a linear function of the nat-

ral log of the calculated absorption coefficient between 2500 and

525 cm 

−1 for a given measurement. 

In order to include this contribution in the version 4.1 N 2 

ontinuum analysis, the microwindow set was pushed to lower

avenumber, into the region of stronger CO 2 far wing absorption.

 benefit of this is that the N 2 continuum also has stronger absorp-

ion in this wavenumber region. The new version 4.1 microwindow

et is presented in Table A1 in the Appendix. The “Not Fit” column

efers to the lower wavenumber portion of a window for which

he weighting is set to zero in the least squares fitting. Because

he wavenumber scale for the ACE-FTS instrument is not fixed,

easured and calculated spectra within a given microwindow are

utomatically aligned prior to analysis, which requires sufficient

pectral structure in the window (e.g., a line or a set of lines) to

et reasonable information from a cross correlation in wavenum-

er. Even after generating non-Voigt parameters for lines in this

avenumber region, a number of lines still have systematic resid-

als, as with the N 2 O lines in Fig. 4 c. Having a portion of a mi-

rowindow with zero weighting in the least squares analysis al-

ows selection of microwindows with sufficient spectral structure

o properly align measured and calculated spectra, while avoiding

ystematic residuals from the window that might negatively influ-

nce the least squares fitting results. This approach permitted fill-

ng in of large wavenumber gaps that would have otherwise ex-

sted in the microwindow set, providing a stronger discrimination

etween the fitted baseline slope (aerosol contributions) and the

 2 continuum signal. 

.2.3. Version 4.1 N 2 continuum results with a polar stratospheric 

loud 

In the N 2 continuum analysis, it was found that a separate

O 2 VMR profile had to be used for the CO 2 far wing contri-

ution and CO 2 lines in the region. The fitted VMR for the far

ing contribution was typically 15–20% larger. The wavenum-

er region containing the CO 2 far wing contribution becomes

trongly saturated below ~12 km, a consequence of N 2 contin-

um absorption in the region increasing rapidly with decreas-

ng altitude. Thus, a separate CO 2 VMR is fitted for the line and

ar wing contributions above 12 km, while a single, common

MR is fitted for the two contributions below 12 km. Otherwise,

he fitted VMR for CO 2 far wing would tend to unphysical val-

es (large and negative) below ~8 km, attempting to minimize

 small systematic positive bias in the residuals near 2525 cm 

−1 

ather than characterizing the CO 2 far wing contribution in a

avenumber region close to complete saturation at these low

ltitudes. 

With the adjustments applied in the version 4.1 N 2 continuum

nalysis (non-Voigt spectroscopic parameters, CO 2 far wing contri-

utions, a more robust calculation for the HNO 3 contribution, and

maller wavenumber gaps in the microwindow set relative to ver-

ion 4.0), it became possible to include a baseline slope term in

he analysis while maintaining consistency with expectations from

O 2 : i.e., avoiding a step in the results near 18 km, the boundary

etween the altitude region where tangent heights are generated

rom the N 2 continuum and tangent height separations are deter-

ined from the analysis of CO 2 lines. 

Note that, for the microwindow set in Table A1 , a common set

f baseline scaling and baseline slope terms are used for all mi-
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Fig. 5. For a measurement with a tangent height of ~10 km, the calculated CO 2 far wing transmittance signal in the vicinity of the lower wavenumber limit (indicated by 

the vertical line) of the microwindow set employed in N 2 continuum analysis of ACE-FTS version 4.0 processing. 

Fig. 6. Fitting residuals from two ACE-FTS processing versions (4.0 in blue and 4.1 in orange) from a measurement near 15.2 km in sr75379 (collected August 10, 2017 at 

tangent latitude 67.8 °S), which is looking through a polar stratospheric cloud. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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r  
rowindows excluding those indicated as being “outside windows,”

hich are microwindows used to improve the information content

or particular interferers. These outside windows employ their own

aseline terms (scaling and slope) in the analysis. 

The inclusion of a baseline slope term permits much improved

haracterization of aerosols in the N 2 continuum region. For oc-

ultations containing the spectral signature of a PSC, the improve-

ent is often dramatic compared to version 4.0. Fig. 6 shows fit-

ing residuals from the N 2 continuum analysis for the two pro-

essing versions (4.0 and 4.1) for a measurement with a PSC in

he field of view. The residuals corresponding to version 4.1 are

ignificantly better, due in part to the use of non-Voigt parame-

ers for N 2 O and CH 4 in this wavenumber region, as well as the

aseline slope term accounting for the wavenumber variation of
 m  
he PSC spectral signature in the region. In version 4.0, the tan-

ent height determined for this measurement was in error by an

normous amount (~2.4 km). For occultations such as this, large

rrors in tangent heights determined from the N 2 continuum led

o spikes in the retrieved VMR profiles of every molecule for the

ccultation, a consequence of a mismatch with the altitude region

bove 18 km, which used CO 2 lines in the analysis and was not

mpacted by the presence of PSCs. 

.3. Pressure/Temperature retrievals 

As mentioned previously, Level 1 → 2 processing begins with the

etrieval of pressure and temperature profiles, along with deter-

ining geometry (i.e., tangent heights) for all measurements. The
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Fig. 7. Graphical depiction of the microwindow set employed in ACE-FTS version 4.1 pressure and temperature retrievals. The location of a line indicates the central 

wavenumber of a microwindow, while the vertical extent of the line shows the altitude range. 
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c  
set of microwindows employed in version 4.1 pressure/temperature

(P/T) analysis is displayed graphically in Fig. 7 and presented in

Table A2 in the appendix. The microwindows for processing ver-

sion 4.0 (not reported here) attempted to use larger altitude ranges

for most microwindows by pushing the analysis to include lower

altitudes (greater absorption) in a given window. However, the in-

ternal consistency of results degrades significantly when a spec-

tral feature in the “infinite resolution spectrum” (i.e., the calculated

spectrum before the convolution with the instrumental line shape)

experiences saturation near line center. When saturation occurs,

calculated lines exhibit reduced sensitivity to changes in temper-

ature and pressure, and the calculation depends more strongly on

the assumed spectral line shape in the wings, which could be less

reliable than the knowledge of line shape near line center (Voigt

line shapes are assumed for all CO 2 lines employed in the pres-

sure/temperature retrieval). The version 4.1 microwindow set in

Table A2 strictly avoids saturation in the calculated infinite reso-

lution spectrum. 

Processing versions prior to version 4 used only lines from main

isotopologue CO 2 , but the microwindow set in Table A2 contains

spectral contributions from interferers (subsidiary isotopologues of

CO 2 , as well as O 3 , COF 2 , and N 2 quadrupole lines). Strictly avoid-

ing interferers in previous processing versions imposed a signifi-

cant restriction on the microwindow set, limiting the number of

CO 2 main isotopologue lines that could be included in the analysis.

Allowing interferers in version 4 alleviates this restriction, adding

more CO 2 main isotopologue lines (or larger altitude ranges for

some lines) to the analysis. 

Unlike previous processing versions, the upper altitude limit for

a given microwindow is not strictly defined in version 4 P/T analy-

sis. The software automatically detects the altitude at which a par-

ticular CO 2 line drops below the noise level of the instrument and

adjusts the upper altitude limit of the microwindow accordingly.

This allows for a fuller use of available data while avoiding sit-

uations of “fitting noise” for occultations where a particular mi-

crowindow extends to altitudes where the signal in the window

is below the noise level. Although fitting noise is not a problem

in itself (so long as one or more microwindows contain real signal
t the given altitude), the process of aligning the measured and

alculated spectra within a window (because the wavenumber cal-

bration of the ACE-FTS instrument is not fixed) could shift the cal-

ulated line into alignment with the largest nearby noise feature in

he measurement, which might introduce a bias. 

As with previous processing versions, the P/T analysis is sepa-

ated into two altitude regions: high altitude (above ~50 km) and

ow altitude (below ~50 km). The interferers included in the high

ltitude portion of version 4 P/T analysis are presented in Table A3 ,

nd the interferers for the low altitude portion of the analysis are

iven in Table A4 . VMR profiles for interferers are retrieved simul-

aneously with pressure and temperature during the analysis, using

ifferent profiles for different isotopologues of the same molecule. 

For the high altitude portion of the analysis, where aerosols and

tmospheric refraction do not impact instrument pointing, separa-

ions between measurement tangent heights can be accurately cal-

ulated from the STK software using knowledge of the satellite or-

it. In the high altitude region, an empirical function is employed

o retrieve a VMR profile for main isotopologue CO 2 [6] . For the al-

itude region above the highest analyzed measurement (~125 km),

o information is available from which to determine the shape of

he VMR profile. Therefore, an assumed VMR profile shape is cho-

en, and a constant scaling factor as a function of altitude (deter-

ined during the least-squares analysis) is used to account for the

ontribution to the calculated spectrum from the altitude region

bove the highest analyzed measurement. 

As mentioned previously, however, some occultations exhibit

nhancements in CO 2 absorption at high altitudes, likely a con-

equence of non-LTE effects. Using the typical shape assumed for

he CO 2 VMR profile (decreasing with increasing altitude) can lead

o an underestimate of the contribution from the altitude region

bove the highest analyzed measurement, resulting in an upward

hook” in the VMR profile near the upper altitude limit of the re-

rieval. 

To minimize this problem, version 4 processing features a pre-

etrieval to determine an effective shape for the CO 2 VMR profile

bove 110 km, carried out prior to the full P/T analysis. The mi-

rowindow set employed in this pre-retrieval, consisting of some
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Fig. 8. The pre-retrieved effective CO 2 VMR profile (in orange) from measurements between 110 and 140 km for occultation ss70730, an occultation that exhibits enhanced 

CO 2 absorption at high altitude. The standard CO 2 VMR profile shape (in blue) employed in previous processing versions is shown for comparison. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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f the strongest lines in the CO 2 ν3 band, is presented in Table A5 .

ressure and temperature profiles are fixed to the calculations

rom the NRLMSISE-00 software, while tangent heights for ana-

yzed measurements are values calculated from the STK software.

hese quantities may not have high accuracy but are sufficient to

enerate an estimate for the effective shape of the CO 2 VMR pro-

le required in this altitude region. A linear variation with altitude

s assumed for the CO 2 VMR profile, requiring two parameters (the

MR value in the tangent layer of the lowest analyzed measure-

ent plus the vertical slope) that are determined via least squares

tting. Fig. 8 shows results for the occultation mentioned previ-

usly (ss70730) that had CO 2 spectral features in measurements

bove 160 km. The blue curve is the standard profile shape for CO 2 

mployed in this altitude region for previous processing versions,

nd the orange curve is the effective shape resulting from the ver-

ion 4 pre-retrieval. The orange curve exhibits strong growth with

ncreasing altitude rather than the decrease assumed previously,

roviding a much improved characterization of the contribution

rom the altitude region above ~125 km for subsequent processing.

Keep in mind that this is not an attempt to characterize CO 2 it-

elf above 125 km. It is a means to reduce the contribution from

roblems in the altitude region above 125 km to errors in the al-

itude region below 125 km, mimicking the enhanced absorption

rom increasing non-LTE as a function of altitude using an effec-

ive shape for the CO 2 VMR profile that increases with altitude. 

Between ~45 and 18 km, tangent height separations are calcu-

ated from hydrostatic equilibrium, as was done for version 3 re-

rievals [7] . This is accomplished through fitting CO 2 lines (using

he microwindows described in Table A2 ) while fixing CO 2 VMR to

n assumed profile. In processing versions prior to version 4, the

ssumed variation of CO 2 VMR with time [6] was too low com-

ared to independent measurements of CO 2 reported over the span

f the ACE mission. Because the assumed CO 2 VMR profile is used

o derive a pressure profile from ACE-FTS measurements, this low

ias was reflected in the trends for all retrieved molecules. For ver-

ion 4, a new model is used to generate a priori CO 2 VMR profiles

33] that features an improved time variation and also includes

ariations with location and season, which were missing from the

O 2 VMR profiles generated for previous processing versions. Fig. 9

hows the growing difference of assumed mid-stratospheric CO 2 in

ersion 4 relative to previous processing versions. In early 2020,
his amounts to a ~2.5% difference, which would translate to a

0.16%/year difference in derived trends from the new data set. 

The lowest analyzed measurement in the low altitude P/T anal-

sis (which spans the altitude range ~18 to ~50 km) is the high-

st analyzed measurement used in the N 2 continuum analysis. The

angent height determined for this measurement from the N 2 con-

inuum is used to generate an absolute altitude registration for

he results above 18 km (which are analyzed in terms of tan-

ent height separations). The tangent pressure determined for the

easurement from the N 2 continuum analysis is fixed during the

ow altitude P/T analysis in order to ensure no discontinuities in

he retrieved pressure profile. The tangent temperature for this

easurement, however, is not fixed during the low altitude P/T

nalysis. It is retrieved. Many of the CO 2 lines employed in P/T

nalysis near 18 km (from the microwindow set in Table A2 ) are

ighly sensitive to temperature. If temperatures from the model

re in error by even a small amount (e.g., 0.5–1 K), fixing the

angent temperature can lead to instability in the least squares

tting. 

When tangent heights for analyzed measurements are too close

ogether, retrievals can get unstable, in some cases generating

arge fluctuations in retrieved profiles. In these situations, the least

quares fitting has the flexibility to gain a small (typically a frac-

ion of a percent) improvement in the goodness of fit parameter

 χ2 ) by inducing a “burst” of superimposed oscillatory behavior

n the retrieved profile. ACE-FTS measurement encompass a rel-

tively large range of tangent height separations, from ~1.5 km at

igh altitude for some occultations up to ~6 km at high altitude

or others, depending on the angle between the orbital plane and

he look direction to the Sun (called the “beta angle”) for the given

ccultation. Tangent height separations also decrease with decreas-

ng altitude below ~40 km as increasing refraction effects cause

he measurements to crowd closer and closer together. For occulta-

ions with small tangent height separations (high beta angle), con-

traints in pressure/temperature retrievals are sometimes needed

t lower altitude (near 18 km, the lower altitude limit in these re-

rievals, where you can get measurements that are a few hundred

eters apart for an occultation with a very large beta angle) in

rder to avoid instabilities. 

Prior to version 4, analysis was limited to no more than one

easurement in each layer of the 1 km grid. “Excess” measure-
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Fig. 9. Divergence in assumed mid-stratospheric CO 2 between versions 3.6 (in blue) and 4.0 (in orange) since the beginning of scientific measurements for the ACE-FTS 

mission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ments from a given layer were simply excluded from analysis. This

is done in the P/T retrieval because accurate pointing information

for the ACE-FTS instrument is not available, and measurement tan-

gent heights therefore need to be determined through analysis of

ACE-FTS spectra. Two quantities are being derived for each mea-

surement: tangent pressure and tangent temperature, with tan-

gent height separations between measurements calculated based

on these quantities. A set of spectral lines provides two pieces of

information: the relative intensities of different lines gives a mea-

sure of the temperature, while the absolute intensities allows you

to derive pressure. Analyzing every measurement with the cho-

sen method would require decoupling the determination of tan-

gent height separations from the determination of tangent pres-

sures and temperatures, which would leave the analysis under-

constrained. 

Note that tangent heights for the skipped measurements are

determined at the end of the pressure/temperature retrieval, and

these measurements are employed in the subsequent VMR re-

trievals. No measurements are ever excluded from the VMR re-

trievals unless they are excessively noisy. 

Version 4 employs a constraint on the separation between ana-

lyzed measurements for the low altitude P/T analysis: a minimum

of 2 km for tangent heights above 19.5 km, and a minimum of

1.5 km below that. Using a coarser altitude grid (compared to pre-

vious processing versions) suppresses unphysical oscillations in re-

trieved pressure and temperature profiles, promoting smoother re-

sults. Note that at low altitudes, pressure broadening makes the

lines broader than the instrumental line shape, which provides ad-

ditional information (line widths) in the analysis, making retrieved

profiles less prone to unphysical oscillations, and so a smaller tan-

gent height separation can be used. 

Some of the microwindows in Table A2 contain N 2 quadrupole

lines rather than CO 2 . P/T analysis requires an assumption for the

VMR profile of CO 2 , but the VMR profile of N 2 is well known at low

altitudes (in dry air, a constant 0.7809 as a function of altitude).

Therefore, including N 2 lines in the analysis provides additional

information without requiring extra assumptions or additional fit-

ting parameters. Unfortunately, the number and the strength of N 
2 
uadrupole lines are insufficient to perform the P/T analysis on the

asis of those lines alone from ACE-FTS measurements. 

.3. Volume mixing ratio retrievals 

After the pressure and temperature profiles, along with tangent

eights for all of the measurements, are determined for a given

ccultation, VMR profiles for various atmospheric constituents are

erived. 

Prior to version 4, a global least squares fitting approach deter-

ined the VMR of the target constituent at each measurement tan-

ent height contained within the altitude range of the microwin-

ow set. When multiple measurements occurred within a particu-

ar layer on the 1 km altitude grid, a single VMR value was deter-

ined corresponding to the center of the layer rather than having

ultiple values corresponding to the individual tangent heights,

lthough every measurement was still fitted. VMR values on the

 km grid, required for forward model calculations, were populated

hrough piecewise quadratic interpolation from the quantities on

he retrieval grid (also referred to as the “tangent grid”). 

As discussed for P/T analysis, when the altitude spacing on the

etrieval grid is too small, retrievals risk inducing unphysical os-

illations in the derived profiles. For version 4, a minimum spac-

ng is imposed on the retrieval grid to suppress unphysical oscil-

ations. Above 15 km, the minimum altitude spacing in the re-

rieval grid is 2 km, while below 15 km, the minimum spacing

s 1 km. If the measurement spacing in the occultation is larger

han the minimum spacing at all altitudes, then the retrieval grid

oints will correspond to the measurement tangent heights, as be-

ore. If the altitude difference between tangent heights drops be-

ow the minimum spacing, then retrieval grid points partially de-

ouple from the measurement tangent heights. Starting from the

ighest analyzed measurement and moving downward in altitude,

etrieval grid points are chosen either at the tangent height of the

rst measurement below the previous retrieval grid point (if the

pacing is greater than or equal to the minimum) or in the cen-

er of a layer on the 1 km grid such that the altitude difference

rom the previous grid point is greater than or equal to the mini-
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Fig. 10. The retrieved HCl VMR profile from sr52149 from version 3.6 (in blue) and version 4.1 (in orange), plotted on the standard 1 km grid (not the retrieval grid). The 

version 3.6 result exhibits unphysical oscillations in the retrieved profile. Error bars for version 3.6 are the random fitting errors from the least squares analysis. Errors for 

version 4.1 (not shown) are generally smaller than those from version 3.6. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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um spacing. This approach limits altitude spacing on the retrieval

rid while ensuring sufficient information for the least squares fit-

ing: e.g., one could not retrieve VMRs on a 2 km altitude grid if

he measurements were 4 km apart without imposing additional

onstraints. Again, although a coarser altitude grid is employed in

he retrieval, all measurements within the altitude range of the mi-

rowindows are analysed. 

Fig. 10 shows the effect of introducing the constraint on the re-

rieval grid for version 4.1 in occultation sr52149. With a relatively

mall altitude spacing between measurements (roughly 1.6 km

ear 50 km), when fitting on an altitude grid that follows the tan-

ent height, the analysis gains a tiny improvement in fitting resid-

als by inducing a burst of oscillatory behavior, as seen in the ver-

ion 3.6 profile in Fig. 10 . The larger altitude separations between

tted quantities in version 4.1 suppress these oscillations. The two

esults agree within their errors (as evident from the error bars in

ig. 10 , shown only for version 3.6), but the oscillation in version

.6 is a numerical artifact that does not reflect true altitude struc-

ure in the VMR profile. 

Heavier atmospheric molecules (e.g., CFCs, acetone, PAN, etc.)

ave broad spectral features in the infrared, unlike lighter

olecules that tend to have sharp lines. In ACE-FTS spectra, H 2 O

ines typically have large systematic residuals in the troposphere,

s mentioned previously, and line mixing effects in CH 4 often

ive rise to enhanced residuals that extend into the stratosphere

27] . When lines from one or both of these molecules overlap

he absorption feature from a heavy molecule, elevated residuals

rom the lines can degrade the quality of the retrieval for the

eavy molecule, particularly when the absorption feature for the

eavy molecule is weak. To minimize problems from H 2 O and CH 4 

and other sources of enhanced residuals), version 4 employs a

et of “microwindow slices” across the broad absorption feature(s)

f a heavy molecule rather than a single, wide window (as was

one with previous processing versions). A common set of base-

ine parameters (baseline scaling and baseline slope, used to ac-

ount for things like aerosol contributions missing from the calcu-
ated spectrum) is used for the set of microwindow slices, rather

han fitting for separate baseline parameters in the individual

indows. 

Fig. 11 shows the residuals obtained from fitting N 2 O 5 in oc-

ultation ss11613. The residuals in Fig. 11 a result from using a sin-

le broad window and Voigt line shapes for interfering lines, with

pectroscopic parameters taken from HITRAN 2016. Large features

n the residuals from an H 2 O line (only for measurements below

8 km, the tropopause for this measurement) and two CH 4 lines

ith relatively strong line mixing (with enhanced residuals that

xtend into the stratosphere) are indicated in the plot. Additional

H 4 lines in the microwindow exhibit less pronounced (but still

ignificant) systematic residuals from line mixing in this wavenum-

er region. In version 4.0 (not shown in Fig. 11 ), selected CH 4 lines

n the region employed line mixing and had line strengths ad-

usted to improve fitting residuals for N 2 O 5 , thereby reducing sys-

ematic errors for the molecule. In version 4.1, it was found that

urther improvements to the residuals could be achieved by ad-

usting more parameters and using more complicated line shapes

or some lines, while leaving line strengths unchanged from the

alues provided in HITRAN 2016. 

Fig. 11 b shows the residuals obtained with adjustments made

o the line list for version 4.1. Similar to the non-Voigt adjust-

ents made in the N 2 continuum region ( Section 4.2.1 ), qSDV was

sed for N 2 O lines in the region, while CH 4 lines with signifi-

ant residuals in Fig. 11 a used Voigt with line mixing, qSDV, or

SDVLM line shapes, depending on which gave the best residu-

ls. For these lines, pressure broadening parameters and pressure

hifts were adjusted along with the determination of non-Voigt pa-

ameters from the analysis of ACE-FTS spectra, while all other pa-

ameters (line positions, line strengths, lower state energies, tem-

erature exponent, etc.) were fixed to their values from HITRAN

016. Assumed temperature dependences were the same as de-

cribed in Section 4.2.1 . The non-Voigt spectroscopic parameters

or CH 4 and N 2 O, employed in version 4.1 analysis in the vicinity

f the N O spectral feature, are included in the supplemental file
2 5 
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Fig. 11. Residuals for all measurements between 12 and 45 km (a total of 21 measurements) in occultation ss11613 in the vicinity of the N 2 O 5 spectral feature. a) Residuals 

using Voigt line shapes for all lines, with spectroscopic parameters from HITRAN 2016. b) Residuals using the line list employed in version 4.1 processing, with non-Voigt 

line shapes applied to N 2 O and CH 4 lines in the wavenumber region. 
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(ACEFTS_v4.1_nonVoigt.txt). Again, these parameters may not work

well for pressure and temperature conditions outside the relatively

narrow range from which they were derived. 

As mentioned previously, the version 4 microwindow set for

N 2 O 5 employs the “microwindow slice” approach: a collection of

microwindows that all use a common set of baseline parameters

(baseline scale and baseline slope), rather than having separate

baseline parameters in each window, which would serve to ob-

scure information on the broad N 2 O 5 spectral feature. The gaps in

the residuals in Fig. 11 b are a consequence of this, from wavenum-

ber regions containing H O lines having been excised from the re-
2 s  
rieval. There remain features greater than the noise in Fig. 11 b,

ut there is a dramatic improvement in the residuals compared to

ersion 3.6. 

. ACE-Imagers 

Analysis of measurements from the imagers onboard SCISAT

mploy the set of imager pixels coincident with the center of the

CE-FTS field of view. For each measured image, an average trans-

ittance is calculated from this set of pixels [5] , and the corre-

ponding tangent height is interpolated from tangent heights de-
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Fig. 12. a) Retrieved atmospheric extinction profiles from version 3.6 (in blue) and version 4.0 (in orange) for the near infrared imager (at wavelength 1.02 μm) for occul- 

tation ss73988. b) Residuals for the fitted transmittances as a function of tangent altitude. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ermined for ACE-FTS measurements. Atmospheric extinction pro-

les are generated by inverting the transmittances through a global

east squares analysis. In all processing versions, a 1 km altitude

rid is employed as the retrieval grid. For previous processing ver-

ions, forward model calculations were conducted on the same

 km altitude grid. For version 4, forward model calculations oc-

ur on a 100 m altitude grid. 

Fig. 12 shows the retrieved atmospheric extinction profiles from

he near infrared imager for occultation ss73988, along with the

tting residuals (plotted as a function of the tangent heights for

he transmittance data). From the residuals, it is evident that the

00 m calculation grid in version 4 processing yields improved

greement between measurement and calculation where extinc-

ion varies rapidly with altitude, suggesting the version 4.0 profile

and version 4.1, which has similar results for this occultation) pro-

ides an improved representation of the atmosphere compared to

ersion 3.6 results. 

In previous processing versions, extinction values were deter-

ined in each layer on the 1 km altitude grid, even when no trans-

ittance tangent heights were within a given layer (in instances

here imager data were lost during downlink from the satellite to

he ground station), which typically led to spikes in the retrieved

rofile for occultations with altitude gaps in the measurements.

n version 4, extinction values are only retrieved in layers on the

 km grid containing at least one measurement tangent height,

uppressing unphysical spikes but leading to altitude gaps in the

eported imager profiles for such occultations. 

. Version 4 data products 

The ACE-FTS version 4 dataset includes atmospheric tempera-

ure, pressure, and atmospheric constituents that were in the pre-

ious processing version: O 3 , H 2 O, N 2 O, CO, CH 4 , NO, NO 2 , HNO 3 ,

F, HCl, OCS, N 2 O 5 , ClONO 2 , HCN, CH 3 Cl, CF 4 , CCl 4 , CFC-11, CFC-

2, CFC-113, HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, HCFC-142b, COCl 2 , COF 2 , CO-

lF, C 2 H 6 , C 2 H 2 , HCOOH, SF 6 , HO 2 NO 2 , H 2 O 2 , H 2 CO, CH 3 OH, N 2 ,

 2 , and CO 2 above ~60 km, along with subsidiary isotopologues

 2 
18 O, H 2 

17 O, HDO, 13 CO 2 , 
18 OCO, 17 OCO, 18 O 

13 CO, 18 OOO, O 

18 OO,

 

17 OO, 15 NNO, N 

15 NO, N 2 
18 O, N 2 

17 O, 13 CO, C 

18 O, C 

17 O, 13 CH 4 ,

H 3 D, OC 

34 S, and O 

13 CS. 
Additionally, version 4 includes the following constituents: ClO,

O 2 , CH 3 CN, HFC-134a, HFC-23, C 3 H 6 O (acetone), C 2 H 3 NO 5 (PAN),

nd CO 2 below 18 km [22] , along with isotopologues 17 OOO,

 

15 NO 3 , and 

15 NO 2 . Some of these molecules were studied pre-

iously using “research products” (e.g., [34] ) generated from ACE-

TS measurements during development of the version 4 processing

oftware. 

ACE data are freely available upon registration. Request for ac-

ess to the data can be made at https://databace.scisat.ca/2signup.

hp . A document describing the microwindow sets for all version

 data products is available on the data distribution web site. 

Fig. 13 shows seasonal latitude distribution plots for version 4.0

lO, one of the new molecules included in this processing version.

eriods of strong enhancement during polar winter/spring chlo-

ine processing events are evident in the plots, with significantly

tronger enhancement in the Antarctic than is observed in the Arc-

ic, as expected [35] . Absorption features for this molecule are very

eak outside the periods of strong enhancement, and there was

ome concern as to the quality of results that could be achieved

nder “background” conditions. In Fig. 13 , blank (white) regions

ndicate where the average VMR was negative, an unphysical re-

ult. This could be a sign of problems with the retrievals for the

onditions in those regions, but it might also be a symptom of

iurnal effects, i.e., variations in ClO VMR along the line of sight

resulting from different lengths of time spent in sunlight for dif-

erent atmospheric regions) that are significantly different from

he symmetric atmosphere implicitly assumed in forward model

alculations. 

Structure in the results for different seasons (e.g., Fig. 13 b for

une–July–August versus Fig. 13 d for December-January-February)

how promise that ACE-FTS version 4 ClO data might be viable for

cientific analysis under background conditions, with sufficient av-

raging. ClO levels are very low in polar regions experiencing long

aylight hours (e.g., the Arctic during Northern Hemisphere sum-

er). 

Similarly, atmospheric SO 2 exhibits periodic strong enhance-

ents in volcanic plumes but is currently at low levels under back-

round conditions. There was some question of the quality ex-

ected for ACE-FTS version 4 SO 2 results under background con-

itions, but a recent study using a research product for SO 2 gen-

https://databace.scisat.ca/2signup.php
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Fig. 13. ACE-FTS version 4.0 ClO averaged from 2004 to 2019 for a) Northern Hemisphere spring (March–April–May), b) Northern Hemisphere summer (June–July–August), 

c) Northern Hemisphere autumn (September–October–November), and d) Northern Hemisphere winter (December–January–February). ClO VMR values are indicated by the 

color scale to the right of the plots. 
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erated from ACE-FTS measurements [36] indicates that the instru-

ment provides reasonable results under such conditions. 

7. Conclusion 

Version 4 processing for the ACE-FTS instrument and the im-

agers onboard the SCISAT satellite has been implemented. It makes

use of the latest available spectroscopic information, updates the

microwindow sets for a number of molecules compared to the

previous processing version, and provides ten atmospheric con-

stituents that were not included in version 3 (acetone, PAN, HFC-

23, CH 3 CN, HFC-134a, ClO, SO 2 , 
15 NO 2 , 

17 OOO, H 

15 NO 3 , and 

15 NO 2 ),

as well as CO 2 below 18 km. Effort s were made to improve the

accuracy of forward model calculations, improve software robust-

ness, and minimize incidences of unphysical oscillations in re-

trieved profiles. 

Version 4.1, the most recent processing version, addresses prob-

lems encountered in version 4.0 for occultations containing strong

aerosol signatures (e.g., from polar stratospheric clouds) in the

vicinity of the N 2 continuum (near 2500 cm 

−1 ). 
Requests to access version 4 data through the distribution web

ite can be made at https://databace.scisat.ca/2signup.php . 
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Table A1 

Microwindow set for version 4.1 N 2 continuum analysis. 

Center (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Not Fit (cm 

−1 ) C

1959.55 a 0.50 2

1980.01 b 0.30 2

2420.80 1.20 2

2421.70 1.20 2

2424.50 1.00 2

2425.45 0.90 2

2427.00 1.00 2

2429.40 0.40 2

2430.25 0.50 0.20 2

2431.84 1.00 0.70 2

2434.70 0.40 2

2439.68 0.72 0.54 2

2441.00 0.40 2

2444.51 0.30 2

2449.20 1.00 0.70 2

2454.40 1.20 0.80 2

2461.25 0.50 0.22 2

2469.61 0.90 0.50 2

2478.82 0.40 2

2481.00 0.80 0.40 2

2488.96 0.44 2

2489.76 0.40 2

2491.26 0.40 2

2492.00 0.40 2

2492.74 0.40 2

2496.77 0.86 2

2497.80 0.80 2

2498.67 0.94 2

2499.70 0.40 2

2501.05 0.70 2

2502.02 1.24 2

2503.11 0.38 2

2503.80 0.60 2

2505.25 0.50 2

2506.10 0.80 2

2506.67 0.34 3

“Not Fit”: portion of the microwindow assigned zero wei
a Outside window for H 2 O, tangent height > 10 km. 
b Outside window for CO 2 . 
c Outside window for HDO, tangent height > 14 – 7 ∗
d Outside window for HDO, tangent height < 14 – 7 ∗
e Outside window for H 2 O, tangent height < 10 km. 

Table A2 

Microwindow set for version 4.1 pressure/temperature analysis. 

Center (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Lower limit (km) Upper limit (km) C

1898.85 0.3 15 30 2

1899.17 0.3 35 58 2

1902.17 0.3 40 60 2

1906.47 0.3 45 65 2

1910.95 0.3 47 68 2

1912.51 0.3 48 68 2

1914.03 0.3 48 70 2

1917.07 0.3 48 70 2

1920.11 0.3 47 70 2

1924.71 0.3 41 65 2

1929.35 0.3 32 50 2

1934.01 0.5 32 60 2

1941.17 0.3 15 45 2

1944.36 0.24 15 30 2

1950.69 0.26 15 45 2

1962.76 a 0.24 15 40 2

1966.85 0.3 15 45 2
enter (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Not Fit (cm 

−1 ) 

507.75 1.18 

510.05 1.30 

511.00 0.60 

513.40 0.60 

516.90 0.80 

519.15 0.50 

521.67 0.50 

524.00 0.60 

528.21 0.30 

538.85 0.50 

539.85 0.50 

545.87 0.26 

552.40 0.40 

560.39 0.30 

563.12 0.24 

572.10 0.80 0.64 

594.02 0.60 0.50 

603.22 0.60 0.42 

610.95 1.10 

615.65 0.70 

617.28 0.56 0.38 

620.75 0.50 

633.90 0.40 0.25 

636.31 0.30 0.18 

650.43 0.34 

653.75 0.50 

661.45 0.50 

663.30 c 0.60 

668.21 0.30 

673.55 0.70 0.44 

679.20 0.40 

687.53 1.10 0.90 

700.30 0.80 

713.75 d 0.70 

732.52 e 0.64 

160.15 b 0.50 

ghting in least squares fitting (see text). 

sin 2 (latitude). 

sin 2 (latitude). 

enter (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Lower limit (km) Upper limit (km) 

320.51 3 0.3 82 95 

321.13 0.3 108 125 

332.37 0.3 111 125 

339.45 0.3 112 125 

344.41 0.3 110 125 

345.95 0.3 110 125 

349.91 0.3 105 117 

351.45 0.3 109 122 

354.49 0.3 110 125 

355.79 0.3 111 125 

358.73 0.3 112 125 

361.45 0.3 110 125 

364.11 0.3 110 125 

366.63 0.3 110 125 

367.89 0.3 110 125 

369.17 0.3 110 125 

370.27 0.3 109 125 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table A2 ( continued ) 

Center (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Lower limit (km) Upper limit (km) Center (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Lower limit (km) Upper limit (km) 

1970.31 0.3 15 45 2371.43 0.3 108 125 

1971.77 0.3 15 45 2372.55 0.3 107 125 

1975.11 0.3 15 40 2373.67 0.3 105 125 

1980.01 0.3 15 25 2374.75 0.3 103 125 

1981.7 0.4 15 25 2375.81 0.3 101 125 

2035.29 0.3 50 60 2376.85 0.3 99 125 

2038.41 0.3 47 62 2377.85 0.3 97 125 

2040.03 0.3 42 65 2378.83 0.3 94 125 

2042.95 0.3 48 68 2379.79 0.3 90 120 

2044.51 0.3 50 70 2380.71 0.3 86 115 

2045.97 0.3 52 72 2381.61 0.3 83 111 

2047.53 0.3 53 73 2382.47 0.3 82 106 

2049.05 0.3 55 75 2383.35 0.3 81 101 

2052.11 0.3 58 79 2384.21 0.3 79 95 

2053.65 0.3 59 80 2385.01 0.3 77 90 

2056.71 0.3 63 85 2385.79 0.3 71 85 

2058.25 0.3 63 85 2386.51 0.3 69 83 

2061.33 0.3 64 85 2387.25 0.3 66 80 

2062.87 0.3 63 85 2387.95 0.3 64 78 

2066.03 0.3 63 84 2388.34 4 0.2 25 45 

2067.53 0.3 62 83 2388.65 0.3 61 75 

2070.63 0.3 61 80 2389.29 0.3 58 71 

2072.23 0.3 62 80 2389.93 0.3 55 68 

2249.69 b 0.3 80 95 2390.51 0.3 52 65 

2277.35 0.3 60 75 2391.13 0.3 49 64 

2282.26 0.24 64 78 2391.71 0.3 45 60 

2284.51 0.3 65 80 2392.21 0.3 40 55 

2289.35 0.3 72 85 2392.61 0.3 17 50 

2291.45 0.3 77 92 2393.05 0.3 17 50 

2293.81 0.3 79 99 2393.8 0.6 25 50 

2296.05 0.3 80 101 2393.97 0.3 17 25 

2298.25 0.3 82 115 2395.99 d 0.22 25 40 

2299.21 c 0.3 75 90 2403 0.24 17 40 

2300.37 0.3 84 120 2403.55 d 0.3 20 45 

2304.85 0.3 91 122 2408.85 0.3 17 48 

2306.97 0.3 94 123 2411.17 d 0.22 15 40 

2309.05 0.3 97 125 2418.65 d 0.3 35 45 

2311.11 0.3 99 125 2421.26 0.24 17 48 

2313.11 0.3 101 125 2433.62 d 0.24 30 45 

2319.15 0.3 107 125 

a Microwindow contains O 3 spectra features. 
b Microwindow contains a 13 CO 2 (CO 2 isotopologue 2) line. 
c Microwindow contains an 18 OCO (CO 2 isotopologue 3) line. 
d Microwindow contains an N 2 quadrupole line. 

Table A3 

Interferers in the high-altitude portion ( > ~50 km) of the P/T 

analysis. 

Interferer Lower altitude (km) Upper altitude (km) 

18 OCO 69 100 
17 OCO 69 100 

Table A4 

Interferers in the low-altitude portion ( < ~50 km) of the P/T 

analysis. 

Interferer Lower altitude (km) Upper altitude (km) 

O 3 18 50 

COF 2 18 30 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A5 

Microwindow set for pre-retrieval of the effective shape of the CO2 VMR 

profile in the altitude region above the highest analyzed measurement 

(~125 km). 

Center (cm 

−1 ) Width (cm 

−1 ) Lower limit (km) Upper limit (km) 

2361.45 0.30 110 140 

2364.1 0.30 110 140 

2366.63 0.30 110 140 

2367.88 0.30 110 140 

2369.1 0.30 110 140 

2370.27 0.35 110 140 

2371.43 0.30 110 140 

2372.56 0.30 110 140 

2373.67 0.35 110 140 

2374.75 0.40 110 140 
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